Family systems, offspring and eating disorders: Can perfectionism close the gaps?
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Abstract

Research on the etiology and risk factors of Eating Disorders (ED) combines several dimensions in complex interactions. Classical and more modern theoretical approaches are consistent in acknowledging a web of cultural, family and neurobiological aspects, at both inter and intrapersonal levels. Although such approaches have contributed to a deeper comprehension in this domain, a robust conceptual framework that fully integrates all the different elements is still lacking.

Herein, we aim at tackling such integrative account, by presenting a review of past and current research based on three major dimensions: perfectionism, parenting and family dynamics, and offspring's behavior and characteristics. Given their critical role in ED across different conceptual frameworks, these dimensions have been consistently pointed out as associated with ED. The available data suggests that perfectionism may be taken not only at an individual level but also as a family phenotype. Furthermore, it may be the link between intrapersonal factors in the onset and development of ED, and interpersonal factors, particularly parenting styles and family dynamics.

The current integrative framework may aid in the disclosure of some of the underlying processes by which personal and contextual factors interact and translate into illness and, therefore, contribute to new insights regarding the role of families and parents-child interaction in the etiology of ED and to more effective therapeutic interventions at both individual and family level.
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Meeting the old and new in Eating Disorders

Eating disorders (ED) have been receiving increased attention as an important health issue. Estimates show that 3-5% of young Western women present significant symptoms of ED [1], and up to 22% may have some form of eating disorder [2]. More importantly, some studies associate ED, particularly Anorexia Nervosa, with the highest mortality rate of all mental disorders [2-4].

However, studies on the etiology and classification of ED are far from being conclusive. Current research identifies several factors as contributing to the etiology and maintenance of ED, ranging from cultural to neurobiological dimensions, at both individual and family levels. The diversity and complexity of these factors involved in ED is translated into a biopsychosocial model, arguably too broad and non-specific to truly help attaining suitable pathways of illness [5, 6]. One of the difficulties in designing a useful model for ED, capable of integrating all the available knowledge, is the fact that, too often, different relevant factors are studied outside a robust theoretical framework, hence not fully integrating the available data [5].

One of the classical aspects pointed out in the etiology of ED is parenting styles and family dynamics. Moura [7], in the late 1940s, as well as Selvini-Palazzoli [8], Minuchin [9, 10] and Bruch [11] in the 1970s, are references of some of the early studies on the subject. More recent data confirmed the relevance attributed to family dynamics, regarding specific characteristics and family-based treatments [12-14]. However, although attempts have been made to characterize specific patterns within families of ED patients, results have not been consensual, neither concerning patterns nor the specificity of ED families [15, 16]. As such, parenting styles and family dynamics have been regarded not as a discriminating factor but as a risk factor for psychopathology, including ED [17].

Studies of family dynamics in ED are outnumbered by research on individual risk factors. Perfectionism is one of those factors, and it has been subjected to thorough clinical and theoretical investigation [18, 19]. Interestingly, perfectionism shares with family dynamics the fact that it has long been related to ED. Classic literature contains profuse descriptions of patients with high patterns of conduct and exceptional performances, with such descriptions being attributed to ED [2-4]. More importantly, some studies associate ED, particularly Anorexia Nervosa, with the highest mortality rate of all mental disorders [2-4].

Parenting styles and family dynamics have long played a very important role in the study of ED. Lasègue (1873) and Gull (1874), cited in [29], advocated the separation of patients and their family as part of an effective treatment. Also, Moura [7] mentioned what he designated by “parentectomy” as a way of breaking the cycle of illness. The emergence of systemic theories set the grounds for research in family dynamics in ED. While Bruch [11] shifted from the traditional psychodynamic conceptions focusing on intrapsychic conflicts, to issues of differentiation of the self and parents-child relationship, authors such as Selvini-Palazzoli [8] and Minuchin [10] further elaborated on systemic formulations. Despite different conceptualizations, one of the most important common features is the assumption that the symptoms presented by the ED patient are the visible facet of an underlying, largely unspoken, family conflict [29]. Disturbances in the family dynamics, the role of each member within the family system and in the communication patterns contribute to dysfunctional interactions and to a difficulty of the anorexic or bulimic child to build personal autonomy from the family and consolidate an individual identity [16, 30].

One of the most important attempts to theorize about the organization of families of patients with ED was made by Minuchin. According to this author, families are described as exhibiting specific interaction patterns—enmeshment, rigidity, overprotectiveness and lack of conflict resolution [10, 30, 31]. Along with the involvement of the child in the parental conflict and with an individual vulnerability, those three factors would constitute the necessary ingredients for the development of psychosomatic symptoms, including ED [31].

Although intellectually seductive and coherent with clinical observations of the management and treatment of patients with ED, these models lack robust empirical data and systematic research [5, 32]. This may be due to a general tendency to focus on individual vulnerabilities and characteristics, but also to difficulties inherent to the evaluation of families. Some of these obstacles relate to the lack of an unified theory of family function, the view by family therapists that structured assessment methods do not have a direct applicability or utility in clinical practice, and the generalized perspective that those between those factors has not received a matching level of attention in the scientific literature. A very limited number of studies have addressed these connections, supporting the mediating role of perfectionism and a renovated interest in the family environment. These data sheds light over pathways inherent to ED but also over each dimension individually, which may be more integrative of the current knowledge while backed in a robust clinical and theoretical framework [2, 25, 27, 28].

Parenting styles and family dynamics in families of patients with ED

Parenting styles and family dynamics have long played a very important role in the study of ED. Lasègue (1873) and Gull (1874), cited in [29], advocated the separation of patients and their family as part of an effective treatment. Also, Moura [7] mentioned what he designated by “parentectomy” as a way of breaking the cycle of illness. The emergence of systemic theories set the grounds for research in family dynamics in ED. While Bruch [11] shifted from the traditional psychodynamic conceptions focusing on intrapsychic conflicts, to issues of differentiation of the self and parents-child relationship, authors such as Selvini-Palazzoli [8] and Minuchin [10] further elaborated on systemic formulations. Despite different conceptualizations, one of the most important common features is the assumption that the symptoms presented by the ED patient are the visible facet of an underlying, largely unspoken, family conflict [29]. Disturbances in the family dynamics, the role of each member within the family system and in the communication patterns contribute to dysfunctional interactions and to a difficulty of the anorexic or bulimic child to build personal autonomy from the family and consolidate an individual identity [16, 30].

One of the most important attempts to theorize about the organization of families of patients with ED was made by Minuchin. According to this author, families are described as exhibiting specific interaction patterns—enmeshment, rigidity, overprotectiveness and lack of conflict resolution [10, 30, 31]. Along with the involvement of the child in the parental conflict and with an individual vulnerability, those three factors would constitute the necessary ingredients for the development of psychosomatic symptoms, including ED [31].

Although intellectually seductive and coherent with clinical observations of the management and treatment of patients with ED, these models lack robust empirical data and systematic research [5, 32]. This may be due to a general tendency to focus on individual vulnerabilities and characteristics, but also to difficulties inherent to the evaluation of families. Some of these obstacles relate to the lack of an unified theory of family function, the view by family therapists that structured assessment methods do not have a direct applicability or utility in clinical practice, and the generalized perspective that those
methods are only suitable for research contexts [33].

Indeed, more recent literature on family functioning in ED has reached contradictory results regarding Minuchin’s theories, although, expectedly, the methods used have a significant impact in the observed variability [17, 32, 34]. It is also accepted that family dynamics may be different according to subtypes of ED [16]. Critics also mention that although providing an appealing conceptualization of clinically based observations, systemic theories do not satisfactorily explain how dysfunctional patterns develop in families and how eating behavior becomes such a pervasive dimension of child’s life [12, 35].

A substantial part of the studies on parental and family dynamics have been based in attachment theory [36]. This theory postulates that babies are born with a natural instinct to form attachment relationships, which may guarantee protection and comfort, through the development of basic behaviors (e.g. crying, smiling) that, in turn, may trigger a response from caregivers, usually the mother. Thus, a key issue in attachment theory is the assumption that the nature and quality of the attachment are based on patterns of interaction between the child and the caregiver [35, 37-39].

Attachment theory has been relatively successful in developing assessment tools suitable to current scientific orthodoxy, providing more robust data than other theoretical approaches, although those are often not rigorously linked to attachment constructs [35, 37, 39]. Available data is coherent with the focus on interpersonal dimensions and its impact on the individual. ED patients present high levels of separation anxiety, and appear to have difficulties in discriminating between brief and more permanent breaks, which is compatible with emotional dysregulations [35]. Issues related to unresolved trauma and loss are also relevant. However, this terminology has been used with different meanings, with several authors using it to describe the patients’ perception of parental conflicts and family dysfunction [35, 37, 40-42]. There is little data addressing ED subtypes, evidencing contradictory results. It is suggested that levels of distress and severity of symptoms are more determinant for attachment patterns than diagnostic subtype [43, 44].

Interestingly, infants with food refusal or extreme food selectivity have also been associated with intense parental involvement, interpreted as an underlying conflict between their autonomy and dependence, with the mothers of those children evidencing less dyadic reciprocity and maternal contingency, and more dyadic conflict and struggle for control [45]. Those findings are consistent with the evidence that children with feeding problems are at a higher risk of developing ED later in life, contributing to a vulnerability model [45, 46].

Although research on the personality of parents of ED is scarce [27], obsessive-compulsive personality disorder (OCPD) appears to have higher rates in relatives of AN patients, raising the possibility that OCPD and AN may represent phenotypic expressions of the same genotype [47]. In fact, aspects regarding personality characteristics common to OCPD, such as perfectionism, have an important role in ED since early studies, and have been profusely studied [19]. However, at the individual level, there are still many questions regarding the dynamics of parental personality traits and the personality and symptoms of ED patients [13, 48].

Perfectionism, parenting and offspring

The concept of perfectionism has been a subject of thorough clinical and theoretical research and various attempts have been made to offer a suitable definition [18, 19, 49]. Current definitions of perfectionism focus on its psychopathological form [50]. While Hollender (1978) pictured it as “the practice of demanding of oneself or others a higher quality of performance than is required by the situation”, Burns (1980) presented a broader definition, including a set of expectations, interpretations of events and evaluations of oneself and others linked in a “network of cognitions” (quoted in [18]). Frost et al (1990) have proposed “the setting of excessively high standards for performance accompanied by overtly critical self-evaluation” (p. 451) [22].

However, several questions remain to be answered, such as determining which dimensions of perfectionism are adaptive and which are not. Some dimensions of perfectionism may promote individual’s skills and ability to achieve personal goals, while others may decisively contribute to an emotional deregulation [51]. Indeed, while the focus has been set on its negative aspects and consequences, particularly the associated psychopathology and vulnerability to stress, the most important feature that seems to distinguish “positive” from “negative” perfectionism is the fact that high standards are set and pursued regardless of significant adverse consequences [50].

Hence, perfectionism has then been conceptualized as a multidimensional construct, reflecting the complexity of intra and interpersonal dimensions. Accordingly, the most popular assessment of perfectionism in clinical settings and research has been done by two scales with the same designation—Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS)—by Frost and colleagues and by Hewitt & Flett [22, 23]. However, this perspective of perfectionism across different dimensions is not consensual. Critics argue that the widespread use of those multidimensional scales led to the concept of perfectionism being equated with its method of measurement, and that some of the variables measured, particularly interpersonal dimensions, assess items related to perfectionism but not the construct itself [18, 50]. Authors typically refer the role of parents and parental interaction as a major determinant in the development of perfectionism, and several attempts have been made to describe such interactions in order to know if there is a transgenerational transmission of perfectionism and how it expresses itself in terms of family dynamics [52-54]. Frost’s MPS even includes two dimensions exclusively re-
lated to parental criticism and parental expectations [22]. Parenting may be overtly critical and demanding, and expectations and standards may be excessively high. Perfectionistic parents may act as models for similar attitudes and behaviors, and parental approval may be absent, inconsistent or conditional, with indirect criticism [18].

Parental styles have been considered as standard patterns of parents’ typical responses to childrearing contexts. Baumrind’s typology of three major patterns has been widely adopted—Authoritarian, Authoritative and Permissive [55-57]. Authoritarian parents would act by power assertion without warmth, nurturance or two-way communication, building a style characterized by low warmth and high control. Authoritative parents would also be characterized by setting firm control boundaries on children’s behavior, with a demanding style, although combined with warmth, nurturance and open communication even in punishment and restrictive interactions. Permissive parents, on the other hand, behave in a non-punitive, non-restrictive manner, allowing the child to self-regulate impulses, desires and actions. The exercise of control is avoided, and children are not bounded by parentally defined standards [55, 57].

Authoritative parenting has been considered the most favorable to good child development outcomes. Within this parenting style, children tend to be independent, self-assertive and cooperative with friends and parents, while children of authoritarian parents tend to present low self-esteem and spontaneity, engaging in social withdrawal and antisocial behaviors [57].

Regarding perfectionism, evidence shows that authoritarian and harsh parenting styles are more strongly linked to dysfunctional or maladaptive perfectionism than to adaptive perfectionism [54, 56, 58]. Parental approval of their child’s behavior would depend on the degree of accomplishment of the parental set of demands for performance and behavior. The failure on such accomplishment would set off a stable pattern of parental criticism and guilt induction, inducing the child in adopting and internalizing those harsh and rigid standards. This, in turn, would make children prone to negative self-evaluations in contexts where they would not be able to meet such external and self-imposed standards [59].

Research on the link between parenting and perfectionism has focused substantially in authoritarian parental styles, and its constellation of characteristics, such as overt hostility, low warmth and high criticism [26, 53, 54, 58]. However, the construct of psychological control, as a form of parental style, has been addressed as a particular predictor for offspring’s maladaptive perfectionism and as an intervening variable in the intergenerational transmission of perfectionism [26, 56, 59]. Parents exerting psychological control are described as being primarily focused on their own psychological and emotional issues and on their authority role as parent [60].

Psychological control differs from the description of authoritarian parental style in the sense that it is not about overt conflict, harsh criticism or neglect. On the contrary, parental control refers to indirect and analogical patterns, which get imposed in an implicit way, rather than in explicit conflict or emotional tension [59, 60]. It is a deliberate or non-deliberate intrusive parental pattern of interaction, which may include love-withdrawal, shame induction or conditional approval, making attention and care contingent of the children’s response to parental demands, in a non-punitive, conflictive way [59, 61].

Furthermore, the construct of psychological control as a parenting style helps to discriminate between psychological and behavioral control. In fact, the authoritarian prototype includes aspects of both dimensions, which may have quite different effects. Psychological control is more often associated with internalized conflicts related to disturbed emotional autonomy, while behavioral control is linked to conformity to rules and response to demandingness [60].

**Perfectionism and ED**

As previously referred, perfectionism is particularly relevant in the context of ED. It is widely accepted that ED patients present higher levels of perfectionism than healthy controls, although results are more robust for AN than for BN [18, 19]. Intriguingly, there appear to be no differences between maladaptive and achievement striving dimensions of perfectionism [62, 63].

The question regarding the specificity of perfectionism in ED remains open. It has been considered a transdiagnostic entity, i.e., it is observed across different diagnostics, including ED, acting either as a risk factor for a particular disorder or as a maintenance mechanism [64]. Moreover, it has been linked to the most common psychiatric disorders, such as depressive and anxiety disorders, although there is also evidence that it may be a risk factor for mood swings in bipolar disorder and that may be associated to suicidal ideation and behavior [64-68]. However, it has been suggested that some dimensions of perfectionism may be specifically associated with ED, although there are methodological limitations to the studies [19, 68, 69].

High levels of perfectionism seem to persist in ED patients after recovery, and they do not appear to accompany a reduction in the severity of ED symptoms [19, 70]. However, these results must be taken cautiously, as they are limited by the many questions related to the absence of a standard definition of recovery in ED, often too reliant on weight restoration [4, 71]. Such persistence supports the hypothesis of perfectionism as a risk factor for ED, although many of the studies are retrospective and, therefore, limited by methodological issues [19].

The question of whether relatives of ED patients have higher levels of perfectionism has also been addressed. Such question concerns the hereditability of personality traits and the aggregation of ED in families, translated in the hypothesis of a shared familial liability [72]. However, support for the predisposition and scar models involving
Perfectionism, parental styles and ED

Considering all the available data on ED, and the growing body of evidence in perfectionism, parenting and child development, it is striking to acknowledge the limited number of studies aimed at building bridges between those dimensions.

Some researchers have addressed this issue by considering perfectionism as an intervening variable between parenting styles, family environment and offspring’s symptoms or characteristics outside the scope of ED. Perfectionism has been described as a mediator between psychologically controlling parents and achievement goal orientations, accentuating maladaptive concerns [76]. It has also been referred as linking psychological control and depressive symptoms in adolescents—psychological control predicting increases in maladaptive perfectionism which, in turn, predicts increases in depressive symptoms [59].

Other studies have evaluated ED symptoms in non-clinical samples. Miller-Day and Marks [2], focusing on parental communication patterns, perfectionism and ED symptoms, suggests that perfectionism may be treated less as an individual trait and more as an outcome of interaction in family relationships. These authors also addressed the difference between conformity and conversation communication patterns in parents-offspring interactions [2]. Parental power and control have also been described as dominant in families with a conformity orientation, whereas a more open and supportive environment is patent in families with a conversation orientation. Moreover, results showed that paternal conformity communication directed to high paternal standards may increase the risk of maladaptive eating behaviors in offspring [2].

Perfectionism has also been identified as mediating depressive symptoms and ED [77] and more recently, Dakanalis et al [78] also found perfectionism to be a mediator between insecure attachment patterns and ED symptomatology, as well as interacting with insecure attachment to predict higher levels of ED symptoms.

Research addressing the relation between perfectionism and parenting styles in ED patients is also very scarce. Woodside et al [27] shows that parents, particularly mothers, of ED patients had higher levels of perfectionism and more concerns regarding weight and shape compared to controls. Soenens et al [25] reported that ED patients, particularly bulimic patients, showed higher levels of paternal—but not maternal—psychological control, as well as higher levels of maladaptive perfectionism, compared to controls. They also reported that maladaptive perfectionism may mediate parental psychological control and ED symptoms. Others reported that perfectionism may mediate perceived criticism and drive for thinness [28], obsessive-compulsive symptoms [79] and alexithymia [80].

Conclusions

ED remains a field of Psychiatry with many questions to be answered. However, much has been attained, and there is profuse available data on many different dimensions, from psychopathology to environmental risk factors. However, this represents an opportunity to build more robust theoretical frameworks and to provide a better integration of such data.

The relevance of issues regarding child development and parental styles and attitudes in the onset and maintenance of ED is consensual. Although the pathways involved are not clear, the most plausible hypothesis point out to dysfunctional family dynamics and patterns of communication, leading to disturbed attachment, thus representing important factors in building vulnerability for ED. However, current theories do not explain satisfactorily how those dysfunctional patterns develop in families and how they translate into disordered eating behavior.

The construct of perfectionism is particularly relevant for the study of ED. It has long been mentioned as an important feature of ED patients, with consensus reports throughout research describing perfectionism as part of the core psychopathology, in its intra and interpersonal dimensions. Furthermore, perfectionism shares with ED the importance attributed to the dynamics involved in its development, including parental roles and family environment, despite the lack of studies addressing the relationship between both entities.

As mentioned before, there is a striking paucity of research focusing on the relationship between parental styles, perfectionism and ED. To our knowledge, only three studies specifically addressed this subject [2, 25, 78], with only one of them focusing on a clinical sample of ED patients. They all provide data suggesting that perfectionism may be considered as an outcome of interaction in family relationships, providing an important marker for disturbed attachment patterns and controlling parenting styles. It also meets with classical approaches from systemic theories and family therapy, whose variations are currently gold standards of treatment.

The available data on the relevance of familial and developmental factors both in the genesis of perfectionism and onset of ED in young people, makes it a crucial research field for a better understanding and clinical management of ED patients. In fact, perfectionism may share a common pathway, in which the latter precedes the former, opening a thrilling new path of research and clinical intervention.

The clarification of some issues may also open new grounds of research. The study of the construct of per-
fectionism, as some authors note [18], particularly interpersonal, maladaptive dimensions, may shed light over the dynamics involved in its development, particularly family communication.

Similarly, clearer measures of parental nurturance and parental psychological control, as well as its effects in system-context dynamics, may strengthen some current theoretical frameworks [56, 57]. Specifically, studies regarding differences between psychological and behavioral control, authoritative and authoritarian parental styles, and conformity and conversation patterns of parental communication show common descriptions of pathways determining offspring’s autonomy and self-concept. Furthermore, they show how internalizing patterns of dysfunction may lie predominantly on indirect and analogical interactions which are implicitly imposed way aside from overt conflict or emotional turmoil [26, 60].

Therefore, there is sound evidence of a common ground between perfectionism and ED, not in a linear perspective of maladaptive striving for high achievement and unreasonably rigorous standards, but as an inadequate sense of self-efficacy and personal autonomy, poorly defined by parental styles and family dynamics. The unfolding of perfectionism, both as a core feature of ED patients, and as marker of parental and familial characteristics, can be taken as the missing bridge between family environment and ED, for a long time theorized in many different frameworks, and observed in everyday practice.
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